
To find out how Singapore EXPO can transform your next big event, please feel free to reach out
or scan the QR code to submit your interest and we will be in touch with you.

SCAN/CLICK ME
@singaporeexposingaporeexpo.com.sg sales@singaporeexpo.com.sg+65 6403 21601 Expo Dr, Singapore 486150

https://ter.li/gic8lm


TRANSFORM YOUR
AT SINGAPORE EXPO

EXPERIENCE
Singapore EXPO is situated within the buzzing, multicultural hub of 
Singapore. Singapore EXPO is the country's largest purpose-built MICE 
venue. With interconnected event spaces spanning 10 halls and 32 meeting 
rooms, the award-winning venue is versatile and scalable, easily 
accommodating business or consumer events of any size.

A trusted venue partner with over twenty years of exhibition and event 
experience, Singapore EXPO offers elevated experiences through curated 
and compelling spaces. More than just a venue, customers and visitors can 
expect an extensive repertoire of services beyond event and venue 
management, with work and leisure options under one roof.

Singapore EXPO is managed by Constellar, a pan-Asian MICE company. 
Constellar is Asia's partner of reference for convening and curating 
innovative events and venue experiences. The venue mangement and 
consultancy is jointly owned by Temasek Holdings, Singapore’s largest 
investment corporation, and Singapore Press Holdings.



Situated in the Changi precinct, Singapore EXPO is 
a 10-minute drive from Changi Airport, and 20 
minutes from the city center.The venue is close to 
three major expressways and easily accessed via 
public transport, with the EXPO station being an 
interchange station on two Mass Rapid Transit 
(MRT) lines.

Singapore EXPO is supported by an extensive 
range of amenities, including WIFI-enabled 
network, 5G mobile coverage, and over 1,600 car 
park lots to accommodate visitors’ needs. Its 
location also allows visitors a glimpse into the 
uniquely-Singaporean history and lifestyle through 
well-loved places of interest like the First Heritage 
Town Joo Chiat and Jewel Changi Airport.
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CONVENTiON
& EXHiBiTiON

HALLS

Meeting Rooms Wing
with 2  state-of-the-art
hybrid studios

ApeX Plenary Hall with
a 54-metre-wide screen

Singapore's Largest Badminton Hall

Singapore's Largest Purpose-Built Fun-kart Circuit

Pastry & culinary classes 

With a total of 123,000 sqm (1,323,961sqft) of indoor and outdoor event space, Singapore EXPO halls 
can be easily configured to accommodate exhibitions, meetings, gala dinners and consumer shows. 
The venue’s unparalleled ground-level space provides the requisite floor area for events of varying 
sizes and visitors. Multiple interconnected column-free halls can be utilised as a single, uninterrupted 
space for large-scale events, or reconfigured for smaller activities.

To meet a variety of event needs, Singapore EXPO’s event management service teams are ready to 
provide technical and event support, whether in supporting physical events or virtual event 
broadcasting.



HALLS
EXHIBITION

Halls 1-6: 100m (328ft) | Halls 7-10: 69m (226ft)

Halls 1-6:
10 -16m  (32.8ft - 52.5ft) 

Halls 7-10:
8 -10m  (26.2ft - 32.8ft) Halls 1-6:

100m  (328ft) 

Halls 7-10:
144m  (472.5ft) 

P E R  H A L L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

AREA
10,000sqm

FLOOR LOADING
30KN/sqm or 672lb/sqft

FREIGHT DOORS
4 sets of service area:
7.3m (w) x 5.9m (h)



wing adds a touch of nature to the visitor experience 
through abundant use of natural light and greenery. 

Also housed here are the hybrid-ready studios, capable 
of hosting physical, mixed-platform, or virtual events. 

pre-recording and broadcasting technology for 
seamless end-to-end transmission, enabling a wider 
audience reach. Studio layouts are highly customisable, 
or can be used as-is.
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ROOMS
MEETING
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FLOOR AREA DIMENSIONS (METRES) CAPACITYROOM

SQM

GARNET 212 - 219

SQMTOPAZ 220 - 225

SQMPERIDOT 201 - 206

OPAL 101 - 106

SQMTOURMALINE 207 - 209

SQMCITRINE 210 - 211
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EXPERIENCES
DINING

FOR EVERY EVENT
Sustainable consumption remains at the core of 
Singapore EXPO’s endeavours. From large-scale MICE 
events to private dinner functions, every meal served at 
Singapore EXPO is a masterpiece of food innovation 
and creativity. Helmed by a tech-driven culinary team, 
Kinetic Kitchen delivers customised meals that are 
responsibly sourced from local providers, safely 
prepared to the highest food safety standards, and can 
easily cater to over a thousand guests. 

For a more intimate setting, our private dining room, 
K2, serves curated meal experiences against a cosy 
backdrop ideal for informal business tête-à-tête.  



VENUE
MORE THAN

JUST A

Choose from an evolving lineup of leisure 
activities to complement your event. 
Home to the largest badminton hall and 
fun kart circuit in Singapore, PLAY@EXPO 
inspires an element of fun and adds a 
new dimension to meetings and events. 
Masterchef wannabes can look forward 
to picking up neat tips and tricks through 
in-house baking courses. 

Visitors are also spoiled for choice with over 32 different 
food partners at an 800-seater urban food park run by 
Timbre+ and other casual bistro options.

With clever combinations of business and leisure 
options fit for different occasions, every visit to 
Singapore EXPO is a unique experience.


